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[Sir Malcolm Bruce]
can be taken regardless of how the situation escalates.
Clearly there has to be a legal framework that does not
paralyse the UN because one member takes the view
that its interests will not allow it to support what the
rest of the international community wants. That is why
the proposal that perhaps a General Assembly resolution
might be part and parcel of the process is important.

That leads me to the conclusion that we need to
determine the British position—not just how much we
would like to support our allies, of which generally I am
in favour, but the extent to which our involvement
matters and our position in the world is enhanced, and
on the bases that we will have improved rather than
deteriorated a situation and that the British people will
understand what we are doing. At this moment, I do
not think any of those points has been answered
satisfactorily.

I suspect that action is likely to take place in the next
few days. I wonder whether my right hon. Friend the
Deputy Prime Minister will be able to explain to us
what will be the position of the British Government if
action takes place before the House meets again, whether
there is any likelihood of the House having to meet
sooner than Monday and, indeed, if we would be asked
to sanction a specific programme. The Government
need to be able to make it clear what action is being
taken, why they believe it will be effective and why they
do not think it will make the situation worse. It will be
only on that basis that I can be persuaded to support a
second motion.

5.53 pm

Albert Owen (Ynys Môn) (Lab): It is a pleasure to
follow the right hon. Member for Gordon (Sir Malcolm
Bruce) and I agree with a number of things he said. I
also very much welcome the change of heart of the
Government, the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary
in not calling us here today to vote for immediate action
against Syria. I would ask the Deputy Prime Minister,
who is in conversation at the moment, to answer this
simple question: why are we here today? Why could this
not have waited for a few days?

Mr MacNeil: With reference to the earlier point of
order that Parliament could be recalled on Saturday,
does the hon. Gentleman agree that to recall Parliament
before Monday would be absolutely farcical?

Albert Owen: It would be farcical, and folly. I think it
is folly that we are here today, to be honest.

The Foreign Secretary, whom I admire as an individual,
has been out of sync with many of my constituents and
the British public in the way he has dealt with events in
the past few days. I join my hon. Friend the Member for
Hayes and Harlington (John McDonnell) in praising
Government Back Benchers, the Leader of the Opposition,
the shadow Foreign Secretary and others for putting
pressure on the Prime Minister and No. 10 to change
their minds and to allow us to have two votes and to
listen to the UN. I believe that that is what the British
public want. They want us to have a rational debate, to
look at all the issues and to come to the right conclusion. 
I feel that what has happened has slightly tainted the
Government on this occasion and that our international
reputation has been slightly damaged.

Andrew George (St Ives) (LD): I agree that the
Government have made a tactical change from calling
the House to debate a motion that would have supported
military action, but the fact that we are called here to
debate a motion that includes the option of military
action surely places us on the first step of a slippery
slope that leads to a new mood and a climate in which
that becomes acceptable.

Albert Owen: I believe that it is an escalator and that
this could be the first, very dangerous, step.

I praise the Leader of the Opposition and others for
getting, at least, a breathing space to allow us to take a
step backwards. Using the UN is the right way forward.
The UN is not a perfect organisation but it has greater
legitimacy than the United States, the United Kingdom
and other nations acting alone. That is important.
I have been consistent on this point since I have been
in the House. I voted against my own party and against
the Government on Iraq, because I did not think that it
had the legitimacy of the UN and the international
community. I voted with the Prime Minister and the
coalition Government on Libya, as the operation had
greater legitimacy because of the UN support. We saw
clearly that Benghazi would have been invaded and that
there would have been thousands and thousands of
deaths. That was the right action to take.

I strongly agree with General Lord Dannatt, who is
reported as saying that if the international community
were of one voice on this matter, the case would be
compelling. At the moment, it is not. There is a lot of
work to be done. There is a real danger that a divided
international community, as many others have said,
would lead to a proxy war by some of today’s superpowers,
using Syria to unleash greater dangers than we are
seeing internally in that country. Let us be clear: what
has happened in Syria is abhorrent. There are no ifs and
buts about that, but we have to be careful to ensure that
we do not make the problem worse in that country, that
region and the whole world.

On the UN inspectors and chemical weapons, let us
not forget that these inspectors were called in before the
most recent atrocity. They were investigating alleged gas
attacks—we have heard different numbers today—and
they were aided to get into Syria by Russia. We should
be putting more pressure on Russia in future, at the G20
and other meetings, to get the Russians to help us to
resolve the crisis in Syria. The UN inspectors had a few
days to do their work, and yet action has been proposed
by the United States, the United Kingdom and others
that will hamper their work if it goes ahead.

Let us not forget that we have been here before with
the Iraq debacle and whether the international inspectors
could carry on their work. The reality here is that, if we
were to unleash a strike on Syria, it would not just
hamper Syria, but put at stake the UN’s credibility. So I
hope that issues become clearer over the next few days
and months. In the words of Ban Ki-moon, we must
give the UN inspectors and peace a chance. There are
other routes that we could be going down now. The
humanitarian route is an obvious one. Why are we not


talking about creating humanitarian corridors in Syria,
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